REVISION OF PENSION/ FAMILY PENSION IN RESPECT OF PRE-2016 RETIREE DEFENCE CIVILIANS OF ARMY

1. It was decided in a highest level meeting held on 23 Mar 2018 that all the cases relating to revision of pension/ family pension in respect of pre-2016 retiree Defence civilians will be completed by 30 Jun 2018.

2. It has been intimated by the PCDA (P), that "the pace of data receiving process led by Line Dts, is very sluggish in nature, resulting a delay in timely completion of the whole process. It is also came to light that some of the Units have not obtained HOO codes till date.

3. Such lethargic approach is being viewed seriously as the matter is being monitored at the highest level and the concerned officers will be held responsible for the same.

4. Hence, It is requested to speed up the process to achieve the full target in time bound manner. Besides, all HOO’s are instructed to send LPC Cum data sheet generated through Utility alongwith softcopy of Utility in CD, preferably through courier, so that return of cases could be avoided."

5. Following is encl for perusal:-

   (a) Addl Controller, PCDA (Pension), Allahabad DO letter No. Sangam/7th CPC/Control/01 dt 22 Jun 2018.

   (b) MP-4(Civ) (d) Note No. 16652/Pension/MP-4(Civ) (d) dt 18 Sep 2018.

Encl: As above.

Copy to:-

Dir Automation Cell - For uploading.
TS to E-in-C
TS to DG(Pers)
INTEGRATED HQ MOD(ARMY)/AG'S BRANCH
MP-4(CIV)(D)

REVISION OF PENSION/FAMILY PENSION IN RESPECT OF PRE-2016 RETIREE
DEFENCE CIVILIANS OF ARMY

1. Reference DO letter No. Sangam/7th CPC/Control/01 dated 22.06.2018 issued by Addl Controller, PCDA (Pension), Allahabad (copy enclosed).

2. It was decided in SCOVA meeting under the chairmanship of Hon'ble Min. of State (PP) on 23 Mar 2018 that all the cases relating to revision of pension/family pension in respect of pre-2016 retiree Defence civilians will be completed by 30 Jun 2018. Communication in this regards were forwarded to all the Line Dte accordingly.

3. However, it has been informed by the PCDA (P) vide their above referred DO that, pace of the data received from Line Dts are very slow and the process is still far from completion. Even some of the Units have not obtained HOO codes till date.

4. Since the matter is being monitored at highest level, such lackadaisical approach will be viewed seriously by the AG and the concerned officers will be held responsible for the delay in completion.

5. In view of the above, you are requested to instruct all the Units under your command & control, who have not completed the task till date, to speed up the process to achieve the full target in time bound manner. Besides, HOO may be instructed to send LPC Cum data sheet generated through Utility along with softcopy of Utility in CD, preferably through courier, so that return of cases could be avoided.

Encls: As stated

(Ashok Kumar)
Director (CP)
FORWARDING OF DO LETTERS

1. Please find enclosed following DO letters for your necessary action:-


   b) Addl. Controller PCDA (P) DO No. Sangam/7th CPC/Control/01 dated 22 Jun 2018 regarding revision of pension / family pension in respect of pre-2016 retirees.

Encl. as above

(Ashok Kumar)
Dy Dir
AG/PS-5

AG/MP-4 (Civ)

Copy to:-

O/o CGDA, Ulan Batar Road, Palam, Delhi Cantt-10

O/o PCDA(P), Draupadi Ghat, Allahabad-211014

for info pl. Further correspondence in this regard may please be made with AG/MP-4(Civ), WB-III, RK Puram, New Delhi-66
This is regarding revision of pension/family pension respect of pre-2016 pensioners/family pensioners as per Govt. of India, Ministry of Personnel, Pensions OM No. 38/37/2016-P&PW (A), dated: 12th May, 2017 and this office Circular No `C-164, dated 30.05.2017, C-168, dated 10.07.2017 and C-169, dated 17.07.2017.

In this context, I would like to draw your kind attention towards Para 30.1 of 30th SCOVA meeting held under the chairmanship of the Hon’ble MOS (PP) on 23.03.2018 in which it is decided that revision of PPOs of Pre-2016 civilian pensioners/family pensioners as per 7th CPC orders should be completed by 30.06.2018.

I would like to inform you regarding slow pace of receiving of revision LPC-Cum-data sheet alongwith softcopy in MS Access Utility in CD from lower formations under your organisation to this office. It is also found that some of the some head of offices have not obtained HOO Code from this office.

I shall be thankful if you could kindly issue suitable instructions to lower formations to speed up the process of revision of pension so as to achieve target in time bound manner. Head of office may also be instructed to send LPC cum datasheets generated through Utility alongwith softcopy of Utility in CD, preferably through courier so as to avoid return of cases and also instruct head of offices to obtain HOO Code from this office, if the same is not obtained earlier.

With warm regards.

Yours sincerely,

Lt. Gen. H. Thukral, SM
Director General, Org and Pers
Adjutant General’s Branch Army HQ
281, South Block DHQ PO, New Delhi-110011